5. Lyme neurotoxins - When Lyme disease is killed the carcass is considered to be a neurotoxin
by the body - Lyme Leaky gut causes toxins to recirculate and leak out of the intestines and
directly into the blood stream disrupting the nervous system and causing intense pain.
Lyme disease neurotoxins will be discussed further in the the next section BIND

Dissolve
Leaky gut is basically holes in the intestines.
When intestines work properly they are a sealed pipe that doesn’t leak.
The intestinal cells control that is absorbed into the blood stream and what is ushered out of the
body. Poor diet and antibiotics allow holes to form within the intestines.
Intestinal structure collapses.
Partially digested, food, toxins, and bugs and leak directly into the blood stream, hence
the name “Leaky gut” syndrome.
Lyme disease is generally treated with a boat load of antibiotics.
The feeling in intestines when on long term antibiotics is this leaky gut forming, and leaky gut
must be prepared before you can dissolve and bind neurotoxins to begin healing.
When Lyme disease bacteria die the dead Carcass become Lyme Neurotoxins.
The dead bacteria are neurotoxic to the body and stay within the body until they are manually
ushered out. They are heavy and sticky - therefore very hard to remove.
Attempting to remove dead Lyme bacteria neurotoxins can be trying.
For me the pain was excruciating and was destroying my nervous system.
I visited multiple neurologists and they couldn’t help.
It took me years to understand that I
needed to breakup or dissolve the dead bacteria.
The idea of dissolving dead bacteria means that a catalyst must be used to change the
molecular structure of the deceased bacteria just sitting inside you like sludge.

Burial and cremation.
Burial requires a lot of room and resources.
When a body is cremated the molecular structure is changed.
The body can be disposed of significantly easier.

Neurotoxins must be dissolved. Free floating neuro-toxins bombard the nervous system.
Sticking to nerves, muscles and fascia. They break down healthy cells and cause bunching
restricting blood flow and movement.
To clean a greasy hamburger pan add a little dish soap. The grease breaks down chemically
and is easily washed away with some water. To cleanse neuro-toxins they need to be
chemically broken down like the grease on the hamburger pan.
Neuro-toxins exist as remnants of Lyme bacteria carcasses.
The toxins need to be dissolved like a Greasy pan is cleaned.
I had many changes after killing the Lyme bacteria using different Regimen combitantions
to kill the bacteria. Symptoms changed. Many disappeared, but my leg pain actually
increased and acted like a fibromyalgia feeling thoughout my body. Deep bone pain. I was
also much colder.
Nerves throughout the body were all hyper sensitive.
Dissolving Lyme Toxins requires Doctor’s supervision as if done to quickly can wreak havoc
on the nervous system and Liver. You may not have enough energy too recover from pre
existing conditions.
This doesn’t mean that you will be sick forever - you just need a plan before beginning to
dissolve neurotoxins.
The most effective regimen for me was a specific neuro-toxin dissolving tincture, but I
always supplemented with glutathione and Vitamin C and they both helped significantly to
lower the neuro-toxin burden. Using less energy to complete the same processes.
Neurotoxins are like heavy Slime in the Blood
Break apart Dead Bacteria
What works to dissolve Lyme Neurotoxins.
DISSOLVE
ADD
Grape Seed extract.
Neuro Antitox
Specific enzyme and enzyme mixes. (maybe Vitalzym)
Continuously putting the job on hold to deal with the day to way work.
Auto immune occurs as the body is always on high alert it can’t hold down the fort.

Overwhelmed the body cannot cleanse fast enough. The liver and kidneys become clogged.
Ease the day to day stress by supporting Liver and Kidney, also supplement with high quality
antioxidants.
Multiple modalities of antioxidant like Gluathione and vitamin C make it easier to clean up small
to mid size environmental particles. Reducing stress on the body so that the body can clean
Lyme particles.
Removal takes a tremendous amount of energy and you have no resources stored left to create
more energy as you are currently fighting a Lyme battle.
Antioxidants support the body and increase efficiency.
(Refer to the Antioxidant PDF enclosed)

Antioxidants Pdf

Cells become stronger as antioxidants help reduce the cellular debris load.
Antioxidant bind free radicals, resulting in increased cellular energy and oxygen.
Cells have more energy to fight bacteria and Virus, pushing bacteria from the cell to the Lymph
nodes where they will be killed by Killer T Cells.
Examples of Antioxidants:
Glutathione
• Pill form G - cel by systemic formulas is the supplement I use. Directions enclosed
•

Sinus mist - Glutaquick it the sinus spray I use to get glutathione to respiratory system.

Vitamin C - liposomal process helps get the vitamin C throughout body. I have taken a Gram a day with no problem.
You can get loose stools
Any other Antioxidant you van get your hands on- Antioxidant

potency is measured by the ORAC scale

Micro Antioxidants
I had so many problems with hands, feet, and eyes.
Most sick people do because their blood gets thick. The vascular system in these areas get less
flood flow.
When I took micro antioxidants I became warmer and my vision returned.
Eyes, hands, feet

Toxins, Bacteria, Virus
All leave the body on the same path

Cell - Lymph - Liver/Kidney - Intestines - Exit
Cell - Bacteria attack the Cell, millions of weakened cells gets help from antibiotics to kill the
Lyme bacteria.
Lymph nodes -Cells move bacteria and waste from the cells to the Lymph nodes. In the Lymph
nodes killer cells take over if the bacteria is still alive.
Liver/Kidney - The lymphatic system moves dead bacteria and neurotoxic wastes from all over
the body to be filtered or destroyed by the Kidney and liver.
Intestines - The Liver and kidney use lymphatic system to move toxins to the intestine in
preparation for exit.
Exit

Do not allow the body to Recycle toxins - the whole idea of bind

